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Samsung EF-PF731TVEGWW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Cover
Lavender

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-PF731TVEGWW

Product name : EF-PF731TVEGWW

- Removable ring and Silicone Case
Silicone Case with Ring for Z Flip5

Samsung EF-PF731TVEGWW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Cover Lavender:

Trendy colours for a trendy you
The case comes in trendy colour variations, ideal to express your one-of-a-kind taste with an eye-
catching hue. It is designed with the planet in mind.

Ring for easy portability
Get a good grip on your phone while texting or web surfing thanks to the case's premium, easy-to-carry
ring. Simply slide your finger into the ring and experience a comfortable and secure hold while using it.

Soft touch, secure hold
The silicone case ensures a soft and pleasant grip on your phone that feels great to the touch. The
smooth texture allows you to hold your device in a comfortable way.
Samsung EF-PF731TVEGWW. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Z
Flip5, Maximum screen size: 17 cm (6.7"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Product colour: Lavender

Features

Maximum screen size * 17 cm (6.7")
Compatibility * Galaxy Z Flip5
Case type * Cover
Material * Silicone
Product colour * Lavender
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Bump resistant, Scratch resistant

Weight & dimensions

Width 76.1 mm
Depth 10 mm
Height 169.4 mm
Weight 32 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Ring included
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